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NEW MANUALS AT BOOKSTORE
The Center will be installing Release 2 of the timesharing system,
VM/ S P, within the next few weeks . We believe that all the changes are
additions or improvements to the present repertoire of commands. Almost all these additions are discussed in the CMS Command and Macro
Reference Manual published by I BM for Relea se 2.
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Jn addition, VS Fortran, which is a superset of Fortran 77, will also
soon become available for use on CMS, as it is now on MYS. Serious
users should obtain the new Fortran Language and Programming Guide
manuals. All three of these new manuals should be available for purchase at the NPS bookstore by the time this newsletter is printed or
soon afterwards. The detai led information is given below:
I BM VM/SP2 CMS Command and Macro Reference
SC19-6209

$29 .00

VS FORTRAN Application Programming : Language Reference
$ 6. 20

G C26 -3986

VS FORTRAN Application Programming: Guide
$14 .50

SC26-3985

If there is a sufficient demand (at least 15 copies), the bookstore will
order other I BM Manuals .
In subsequent issues of the Newsletter or in NEWS items we shall discuss both VS Fortran and VM/SP 2.

UPDATE OF NONIMSL SOURCE LIBRARY
Documentation in the NON IMS L source library has been reviewed and
updated as required. All references to the IBM 360 system have now
been removed .
During this update two routines, FORM and CVFL90 , were found to be
obsolete and have been deleted. At the same time HISTFP, TIMREM and
FRCREM were added.
Use the LI BSOU RCE exec to view the writeup
and source code of any member of NONIMSL.
For more information
issue
LI BSOURCE ?
TIMREM and FRCREM will be discussed in an article later
letter.
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DOCFILE EXEC NOW AVAILABLE
A new exec called DOCFI LE has been placed on the systems disk. It
provides information on all hardcopy software documentation available
for general use at the Computer Center. It includes a code item indicating where each manual, etc. can be found. To use it, simply issue
DOCFILE
on a 327x-type terminal, and you will find yourself in the BROWSE
mode. Use the usual keys for scrolling and the /xxxx/ command to locate the string xx xx.

TAPESCAN MAKES IT EASY TO EXAMINE A TAPE
A new exec has been placed on the system disk to provide an interactive 'front end' for the user who needs to determine various facts about
a magnetic tape. Items that can be discovered include the number of
files on the tape, tape label information (if present), blocksize and
number of blocks in each file , and the contents of the first block in
each file. This CMS exec creates a job st ream for s ubmission to MVS .
It was provided by Prof . Art Sc hoenstadt ( Math Depart me nt). To use
it simply issue
TAPESCAN
and you will be asked a series of q uestions t o
job.

define your particular

Another set of execs which a l low e a sy use of datasets on MVS is provided by Prof . Schoens t adt' s Fl LEMASTER package. Further information is available by issuing
Fl LEMASTER ?
TAPESCAN, like FILEMASTER, assumes that each user has an EXEC
CONFIG file already establ ished on his or her A disk . (See Filemaster
documentation for more informati on.) TAPESCAN also assumes that the
tape to be examined has been checked in at the Center. (See operator
in ln-140.)
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NOTES FROM OPERATIONS
1.

We want to remind all users that no eating, drinking or smoking is
allowed in any terminal room. These activities are dangerous to the
equipment. They also often irritate your fellow users.

2.

Please clean up the area before you leave your terminal. We provide
boxes and wastebaskets for discarded output and other paper.

3.

Don't request output using mylar ribbon until you are certain it will
be your last printing of a file that will go to the print shop. All
requests for the use of mylar must go to the Operations Manager,
ln-109, or the Shift Supervisor, ln-140.

4.

Special permission is also required for printing multiple copies of
printed output. Budgetary and scheduling constraints make this
policy necessary. Special forms, such as upper/lower case output,
are printed between midnight and 0700, Monday through Friday.

5.

All March graduates are asked to return their User's Manuals and
sign out at the Accounting Office (I n-147).
Any graduate who
needs his or her disk space on CMS after graduation should notify
the Accounting Office. Otherwise, the space will probably be reallocated to a new user.

RLOOK CAUTIONS
RLOOK is the command the allows users to examine the content of files
in their virtual readers. Basic information on it can be found in Section 2.5.19 of Technical Note VM-01, User's Gu;de to VM ! CMS at NPS.
Some cautions for experienced users are given below.
Recall that the T command is used to transfer a file to the printer.
Be aware that when the T command is issued, it not only overrides the
REMOTE command, but it disables the REMOTE command for the remainder of that terminal session. This causes all files to be printed on the
printer in the Computer Center ( f n - 140) . When REMOTE is disabled in
this manner, the response from the command , REMOTE ?? , does not
show the correct printer. Therefore, the REMOTE command must be
reissued after any T command if subsequent files are to be printed at a
remote printer du ring that terminal session.
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Also be aware that all RLOOK files from the same MVS job (including
print and punch files) have the same name and type. When using the
R command in RLOOK to place these files on your A disk, remember to
RENAME each file or else the latest file will overwrite the preceding file
on the A disk.
We recommend that all users simply use the REAL)JOB and PRINTJOB
execs outside of RLOOK if they want to read MVS output onto their
disks or to print such output, respectively .
For more information on
these commands, issue
READJOB

?

or

PRINTJOB

?

TIMREM AND FRCREM - NEW MVS TIMING FUNCTIONS
The functions TIMREM and FRCREM have been added to the MVS
(batch) NONIMSL library and are available for use in programs written
in the FORTRAN, VS/PASCAL, PL/1, or Assembler languages.
Function TIMREM
The purpose of TIMREM is to return a floating point (REAL) value corresponding to the approximate number of seconds remaining for the job.
The FORTRAN syntax is :
TIMREM( <dummy_ argument>)
where
Tl MR EM

returns a
REAL*4 value corresponding to the approximate number
of seconds remaining in the job and

<dummy_argument>

is a dummy argument which may be
a variable or constant of any type
or number.
It is not referenced or
modified by TIMREM. An argument
is required only to allow the compiler to recognize TIMREM as a
FUNCTION subprogram.
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Function FRCREM
The purpose of FRCREM is to return a floating point (REAL) value corresponding to the approximate fraction of allocated time remaining for
the job .
The FORTRAN syntax is:
FRCREM( <dummy_argument>)
where
FRCREM

returns a REAL*4 value corresponding to the approximate fraction of job time remaining for the
job and

<dummy__ argument>

is a dummy argument wh ich may be
a variable or constant of any type
or number. It is not referenced or
modified by FRCREM . An argument
is required only to allow the compiler to recognize FRCREM as a
FUNCTION subprogram .

Syntax in other programming languages is similar and programmers are
referred to the appropriate Programmer's Guide or other• reference materials available for exact usage.
This time remaining or fraction remaining value may be used by programs running near or beyond the time limits for a job class to determine when to save intermediate values to a so-called checkpoint dataset.
Usage and Accuracy
TIMREM and/or FRCREM may be used without concern for conflict with
other timing utilities and they may both be used in the same program as
well, should the requirement arise .
These functions, while having numeric prec1s1on to about 6 decimal
places, should not be used for precise timing of loops or the like.
The NONIMSL subroutines SETIME and GETIME are suggested for this
purpose and provide reasonably accurate measures of elapsed time given
the vagaries of timing in a Virtual Machine environment.
More information on TIMREM and FRCREM can be found in their writeups in the NONIMSL source library .
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MANAGING MVS OUTPUT RETURNED BY RSCS
Recently MVS users spooling output back to CMS virtual machines via
RSCS may have noticed that their files are being returned in a different and somewhat confusing fashion.
Up until last December, the
SYSMSG, JESMSG, and JESJCL output (that is, the Job Control Language and all of the associated messages from the '>perating system and
job entry subsystem) were in one file, the Fortran source and Linkage
Editor output were in a second file, and the program output returned
in a third spool file. Many users found this situation convenient as it
facilitates the separation of program output from system messages and
compiler listings.
However, because of changes to the operating system software mandated
Now, the SYSMSG, JESMSG,
JESJCL, Linkage Editor, and Fortran program output are spooled as one
file and the Fortran source listing returns a separate file.
Note that
users omitting the //*MAIN statement or otherwise having their output
sent directly to the MVS batch printer are unaffected by these changes.
by IBM, this situation no longer holds.

There are two tools that can be used to manage these files differently.
Both, u nfo rtu n ately, require some sma II add it ions of Job Control Langu age to the user's job stream.
One method is to override the FT06F001 (Fortran logical unit 6) and/or
any other printer output DD statements to cause the sys.tern to "spin
off" output as soon as the file is closed. (Note that files are closed
implicitly by Fortran when a STOP is encountered or the program is
abnormally terminated.) Do this with the addition of the FREE=CLOSE
parameter on the DD statement. See the following example:
//EXAMPLE
JOB (1234,9999),'H HOLLERITH',CLASS=A
//*MAIN
ORG=NPGVMl .1234P
//STEPOl
EXEC FORTVCLG, PARM. FORT='LANGLVL(77) ,NOTRMFLG'
//FORT.SYSlN DD
*
C
TH IS IS A USER FRIENDLY PROGRAM

c

WRITE(6, 9010)
STOP
9010 FORMAT(' HI THERE, l'M EDDIE, YOUR SHIPBOARD COMPUTER ... ')
END

I*
I /GO. FT06F001
II

DD

SYSOUT=*,FREE=CLOSE

This method will cause the system to send the unit 6 output back immediately when the STOP is encountered and the file will be the first for
this job on the vi rtua I reader. The other output wi II follow shortly.
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Some users may find disadvantages to this solution. Unless the user
modifies the order of the files in the reader with the CP ORDER
READER command , the READJOB exec will concatenate the program output first, then system messages, and finally the source listing .
PRINTJOB will print the jobs in the order of spool id no matter how the
files are ordered by the user.
Another solution more in keeping with the situation described in the
first paragraph is to insert a JES3 FORMAT statement into the job
stream specifying special forms handling by the output services . Please
be aware that this JES3 FORMAT statement is not associated with the
more familiar Fortran FORMAT statement. Briefly, the FORMAT statement specifies the characteristics of a JES3 output data set, in this
case the print data set.
For instance, modifying our previous example,
//EXAMPLE
JOB (1234,9999), 'H HOLLERITH' , CLASS=A
//*MAIN
ORG=NPGVMl . 1234P
//*FORMAT
PR, DDNAME=GO. FT06F001, FORMS=MYFORMl
//STEPOl
EXEC FORTVCLG, PARM. FORT='LANGLVL(77),NOTRMFLG '
//FORT.SYSIN DD
*
C
THIS IS A USER FRIENDLY PROGRAM

c

WRITE(G,9010)
STOP
9010 FORMAT(' HI THERE, l'M EDDIE, YOUR SHIPBOARD COMPUTER ... ')
END

I*
II
Take notice of the FORMS parameter in the //*FORMAT statement .
This form (MYFORMl) is a non-operative output form which causes the
operating system to process the GO. FT06F001 output (that from our
WRITE(6, ... ) statement) separately from the other output, hence into a
different spool file. You may choose any form other than STANDARD
for output processing since the desired result is merely to separate the
output files from one another .
Users interested in more information on this matter may contact Mr.
Stephan Lamont, I n-103, x2696 .
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DISSPOP NOTES

Combined use of the COPY Fl LE command and the DISS POP directive file
adds considerable flexibility when formatting output of MET AF I LEs produced by DISSPLA.
If METAFILEs are concatenated using the
COPY Fl LE command and sent to the high resolution Versatec Plotter using DI SS POP, considerable paper can be saved. This is because a banner, leader and trailer will not have to be produced for each graph.
Using DISSPOP directive files to format the output of the individual
graphs also results in saving graph paper. In addition it allows overlay
of the individual graph images.
If CALL COMPRS is used for the device nomination, a device-independent plot file (META Fl LE) containing the instructions required to produce a graph is written on the user's A- disk as DI SSPLA META Fl LE
A4 . Suppose this file is renamed D1 METAFILE A4.
Note that the
postprocessor, DI SS POP, requires that the file mode number must remain 4 (e . g. A4,B4,T4, .. . ) . Now suppose that another DISSPLA program is executed . It produces another DISSPLA METAFILE A4, which
we rename D2 METAF I LE A4.
These two files can be copied together into a third file using the
COPY Fl LE command as follows:
COPY Dl METAFILE A4 D2 METAFILE A4 NEW1.2 METAFILE A4 .
The resulting file NEW12 META Fl LE A4 containing two plots can then be
output to the selected output device .
Once the combined MET AF I LE is produced, other alternatives in output
formatting are available. When the DISSPOP EXEC is invoked, the first
screen prompts for the output device . The next sc reen asks for the
name of the META Fl LE to be processed. In the present example 'NEW12
METAFILE' would be entered. If a null entry (Enter key) is given at
this point, your disks are searched for the default file , DISSPLA
METAFILE.
Next, there is a prompt for the filename and filetype of the DISSPOP
directive file . Many users make a null entry here and accept the default which bypasses any control from a directive file. However, use of
a directive file has several advantages.
The overlay feature can be used to save run time on complicated graphs
by eliminating reprocessing of repetitive graph elements.
Fixed elements of a series need only be produced once, then copied and combined with the variable elements using COPYFILE. For instance, in a
plot series consisting of variable fields p lotted on a standard map or
grid, the map and/or grid need be produced only once and the
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METAFILE saved. This can then be repeatedly concatenated with the
variable parts, then overlayed using the postprocessor directive file.
If a combined MET AF I LE has been produced from three individual METAFI LEs, each containing information for a single plot, the directive
file shown in example 1 will place each graph in an area 8 by 8 inches
with plot 1 above plot 3. Plot 2 will be next to plot 1 so trat the three
form an inverted "L." For the same combined META Fl LE, example 2
will overlay the three plots within an 8 by 8 inch area.
Example 1:

MODI FY=l-3(size=8,8*over)*
MODI FY=l ,2(CORNER=0,9)

Example 2:

MODI FY=l-3(size=8,8*over)*
MODI FY=l ,2(corner=0,0)*
MODI FY=3(corner=O,O)

Additional examples are found in the DISSPLA User's Manual, copies of
which are available in In-131, 146 and 162. When reviewing the documentation one should note the differences between the SIZE and SCALE
specifications . The SCALE specification is known to have bugs and
produces unpredictable results. SIZE reduces the size of the plot to fit
within a specified area without altering the aspect ratio.
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The Newsletter appears semiquarterly and is written by members
of the staff, W. R. Church Computer Center (Code 0141), Naval
Postgraduate School, Monterey, California 93943.
Requests for
further information or suggestions for articles for the Newsletter
may be addressed to the User Services Manager, Code 0141
(I n-133), ext. 2752 (or ext. 2573 for messages).
The Center operates a multiprocessor configuration consisting of
an I BM 3033 Attached Processor System ( 16 Megabytes) loosely
coupled with an IBM 3033 Model S (8 Megabytes).
Interactive
computing is provided under VM/SP CMS and batch-processing
service under MVS with JES3 Networking .
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Distribution: List 3, plus: 1-A5, 250-B2, 3-B3, 1-613, 6-F3, l-F4,
1-F5, 1-FG, 3-F14, 1-Code 49, 200-Student Mail Center
(Lobby)
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